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Executive Summary/Abstract
Objectives:
To develop a general biomedical image informatics framework that is capable of
predicting the traits of tissues captured in images of immunohistochemistry-stained (IHC)
specimens. Our work on the framework has been on-going for a number of years. The
CVDI Year 5 funding supported three separate subprojects that contributed to the
enhancement of the framework. They are:
• Definition of an alternate color representation for the analysis of Hematoxylin and
Eosin (H&E) images (a type of IHC image), which supports color normalization
that effectively reduces inter-slide variability during downstream analysis.
• Estimation of fine-scale histologic features at low magnification which allows for
the analysis of IHC images at lower pixel resolutions; thus providing
computational speed-ups that facilitate high-throughput analysis of whole-slide
IHC images.
• Development of an approach for characterizing spatial structures in biomedical
images based on N-point statistics analysis. The features derived from the analysis
may be used to predict tissue traits.
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Methods:
Subproject 1: We developed an alternative representation for H&E images that operates
within a space that is more amenable to downstream image processing. The algorithm to
derive this representation operates in a completely automated fashion by exploiting the
correlation between color and the spatial properties of the biological structures present in
most H&E images. In this way, images are transformed into a structure-centric space in
which images are no longer represented in RGB channels but instead are segregated into
biological structure channels.
Subproject 2: We simulated image resolution reduction and modeled its effect on
classification of the underlying histological structure. By harnessing measured histologic
features and the intrinsic spatial relationships between histologic structures, we
developed a predictive model to estimate the histological composition of tissue in a
manner that exceeds the resolution of the image.
Subproject 3: Analysis of tissue structures was performed by computing k-nearestneighbor (k-NN) curves that measure the mean distances between the closest, secondclosest, ..., and kth closest cell nuclei as a function of k. We normalized these curves to
account for differences in the overall density of nuclei in an image by dividing them by
the k-NN curve generated from a uniform grid of nuclei. We applied principal component
analysis (PCA) to the k-NN curves to produce a feature space that captures the spatial
distribution of nuclei in the images.
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Differences from Current State of Art
Subproject 1: Several previous efforts have used intensity thresholding [1], histogram
normalization [2], stain separation [3, 4], and color deconvolution [5, 6] to characterize or
normalize H&E images, with varied levels of success. Many of these experiments shared
a common strategy in that normalization can be approached from the standpoint of color
analysis: that the superposition of stains that form the color basis of an image can be
deconstructed into its constituents and recombined to conform to a target. The algorithm
we propose achieves a similar function, in that a transformation of the color attributes of
the image can be applied to imitate a standardized color distribution. However, our
algorithm accomplishes this function via an analytical process that explicitly relates colors
to histologic structures. Structures of interest are not derived through superposition but
rather via classification. This route offers an additional benefit that accompanies a
classification-based approach, in that a representation of the structures of interest exists
without the color transformation needed to accommodate visualization. That is, if the goal
is to perform nuclear segmentation or stromal analysis, for instance, then the derived
classification map directly enables this goal without the need for color transformation.
Because of the absolute color-invariant nature of the representation, color normalization is
a consequence of this mapping rather than a necessary step.
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Subproject 2: Computer-aided diagnostics (CAD) based on whole-slide imaging faces the
tradeoff between the spatial scale of analysis and processing efficiency. Developers often
design their algorithms to operate at the lowest resolution at which the histologic features
of interest can be resolved in order to minimize processing time [7]. For instance, Kong et
al. developed an algorithm to predict tumor grade in whole-slide images of neuroblastoma
based on the extraction of different histologic features at multiple resolutions [8].
Similarly, Doyle et al. used a multi-resolution approach to detect prostatic adenocarcinoma
from H&E stained whole-slide images [9]. These approaches revealed the important
interdependence between the spatial scale of processing and algorithm efficiency. They
intentionally discarded fine-scale information when it did not contribute to the predictive
function of the algorithm, and selected the appropriate resolution to analyze based on the
histologic features of interest. But if the resolution is too low, then the pixel size is too
large to capture the detail of small histologic structures and aliasing occurs, resulting in the
introduction of distortion artifacts and a general blurring of the image. Higher resolutions
are therefore needed to resolve these features, which means that pathologists must examine
selected regions of the tissue at higher magnification [10, 11] and that CAD algorithms
must operate on higher resolution images. It has previously been noted that a relationship
exists between the histologic identity of pixels and their color properties when H&E stained
tissue is captured at sufficiently high resolution [12]. Since both color and spatial
information can provide insight into the microstructural properties of histology images, we
hypothesize that increasing spatial resolution is not necessary to accurately characterize the
fine-scale features of tissue.
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Subproject 3: The predominant method for analyzing the spatial distribution of cells in
tissues has utilized graphs to capture the local relationship between the cells. Graphs are
effective and flexible representation tools and have lately been of major interest to the
computer vision and image analysis fields due to their expressive ability to model
topological and relational information between image components. Moreover, histological
image data is visually observed and interpreted by pathologists by considering the
morphological changes, neighborhood relationships and spatial arrangements between
tissue structures, and graphs have proven to be able to quantitatively represent these visual
information cues in histological images [13]. Given the locations of cell features, e.g. their
nuclei which act as the nodes of the graph, a number of methods may be applied to connect
these nodes with edges, to produce a variety of graph structures [14, 15, 16]. The graphs
may then be analyzed to produce lower dimensional features that characterize the spatial
structure of the graph’s nodes [17]. These graph-based techniques have been used in a
variety of medical settings, breast cancer [18], colon cancer [19], cervical cancer [20] and
prostate cancer [21]. The main criticism of these methods is their computational
complexity, which requires that they be used only on small portions of the analyzed images,
making them unsuitable for whole slide analysis. Our techniques, which are based on
nearest neighbor queries, instead have O(log n) complexity, thus making them more
appropriate for whole slide analysis.
The analysis and characterization of spatial structures based on nearest neighbors queries
has been utilized in a variety of disciplines, for example astronomy [22, 23], geography
[24], ecology [25] and nuclear biology [26]. We are now bringing this promising and
powerful technique into the realm of medical image analysis.

Methods and Results

Subproject 1 (Definition of an alternate color representation for the analysis of H&E
images)
Introduction
Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining variability is ubiquitous in pathology, and has
significant consequences on the digital pathology workflow. Image analytics that can
potentially serve an important role in computer-aided diagnostics may become
compromised in the presence of high variability. Color normalization therefore becomes
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an important preprocessing step for many computational algorithms [7]. Likewise,
methods to ensure laboratory compliance with staining protocols must be developed to
ensure high quality patient care.
An improved method for H&E staining standardization and calibration can reduce the
obstacles presented by staining variability. Recently, we demonstrated a color
representation model that reduces the color depth of a digital H&E image into a tractable
set of channels that can be manually assigned to different tissue structures [12]. Using
these structures as a substrate, staining variability can be quantified and compared to a
reference set of slides. We further showed that if the manually classified training set is a
representative sample of the image set under study, then a classifier can be constructed to
characterize additional image sets with reasonable accuracy. When coupled with
exclusionary criteria, this supervised machine learning procedure can be a useful method
to ensure that the staining attributes of an image fall within an acceptable range.
Although this method effectively flags cases that do not meet a certain set of criteria, it
suffers from three main drawbacks. First, the training process is tedious. Moreover,
because of the requirement that the training data are representative of the image set of
interest, it requires retraining for every new data set (from different labs or new
repositories, for instance). This drawback does not support the goal of standardization.
Rather, it allows individual laboratories to quantify the variability of a particular data set.
Second, although this procedure can effectively measure variability, thereby restricting
analysis to a data set confined to an acceptable range, it cannot easily be adapted to
incorporate slides that do not meet the specified guidelines. For high variability data sets,
this can reduce the number of samples that can be studied or could force the laboratory to
reprocess the tissue. Third, even after the variability is measured and found to be within
an acceptable range, it is not corrected or projected into a standardized color space.
Rather, variability is reduced solely through an exclusionary process and not through a
corrective process.
To address each of these concerns, we developed an algorithm that 1) completely
automates the entire procedure, no longer relying on training and the concerns about
generalizability to other data sets; 2) can incorporate all slides without excluding outliers;
and 3) transforms the digital image into a standardized framework amenable to image
processing and calibration.
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Methods
Case selection. We analyzed 58 breast cancer images provided as a public repository by
the UCSB Center for Bio-image Informatics. This image set was accompanied by
manual annotations of the nuclei with the intended purpose of nuclear segmentation
algorithm performance evaluation [27]. We made use of these manual annotations to
provide additional supporting data for our algorithm design and performance evaluation.
Color reduction. Central to our algorithm is the hypothesis that pixels that share similar
colors have a higher likelihood of belonging to similar structures. We reduced each 8-bit
image into 10 colors using k-means clustering. RGB values were converted to HSV
values, which were then transformed from cylindrical to Cartesian coordinates. This
enabled the Euclidean distances between pixels in HSV space to define the formation of
clusters.
Automated color assignment. The single color that was most similar to the white space
usually observed in blank regions of the slide or lumen was identified by maximizing the
white score:
Score=(1-S)2+V2

(Eq. 1)

S refers to the mean saturation and V refers to the mean value in HSV coordinate space.
The remaining nine colors were assigned to one of the following categories: nucleus,
cytoplasm, stroma, or were left unclassified. The single color that had the lowest
intensity was considered to belong to nuclei. We tested whether nuclei were better
represented by a combination of colors by combining this color with all permutations of
the remaining eight colors. To test this, we counted the number of circular structures
(circularity > 0.5, aspect ratio > 0.5) within a prescribed range of object areas (75-450
pixels). This range of areas was determined by analysis of the manually annotated nuclei
in the image set. Circularity was defined as 4 times the ratio of object area to perimeter
squared. This produced a number between 0 and 1, in which higher values indicated
more circular objects. Due to quantization error, there were some objects with circularity
values slightly greater than 1. Aspect ratio was calculated as the ratio of minor to major
axis lengths of an ellipse that has the same normalized second central moments as the
object. Our selection of circularity and aspect ratio cutoffs was inspired by previous
analyses that examined nuclear shape attributes in breast cancer specimens [28, 29]. We
defined the nuclear color set as the colors whose combination led to the maximum
9
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circular object count.
Of the remaining colors, we used an iterative procedure to test all permutations of colors
that best represented cytoplasm. For each combination, we analyzed the pixels that
belonged to holes in the putative cytoplasm and measured their overlap with the pixels
that belonged to nuclei. Holes were defined as empty regions entirely enveloped by
putative cytoplasm pixels that shared the area, circularity, and aspect ratio attributes that
we used to define nuclei. We selected the combination of colors that resulted in the
greatest overlap between hole pixels and nuclear pixels, divided by the total number of
hole pixels.
After selecting the colors that belong to white space, nuclei, and cytoplasm, we
designated the remaining colors as candidates for stroma. Colors that were not contained
within white space regions or within cytoplasmic/nuclear regions were labeled stroma.
White space and cytoplasmic/nuclear regions were designated by applying a
morphological closing operation to the white/cytoplasmic/nuclear pixels. If greater than
20% of the pixels belonging to a candidate stroma color resided in regions classified as
white/cytoplasmic/nuclear, then the color was left unassigned rather than being assigned
to stroma.
Structure classification. Given that some colors may have been left unassigned, we used
the assignment step described above to serve as the training set for a classification
algorithm that used color to delineate structures. We used support vector machine (SVM)
learning to segregate pixels in HSV space whose labels were determined by the structures
to which they were assigned. We applied a linear hyperplane to these data and used a
box constraint of 1. In order to account for the multi-class ground truth, we embedded
the SVM classifiers within a decision tree framework that first delineated pixels
belonging to white space from pixels belonging to tissue, then stroma from nuclei and
cytoplasm, and finally nuclei from cytoplasm. The certainty of the classification for a
given pixel was considered proportional to the distance between the pixel’s HSV
coordinates and the hyperplane that determined its class.
Color normalization. The algorithm generated a map containing both the class and
certainty of the classification. For visualization purposes, we projected this into a single
map by identifying the mean HSV value associated with each class in all 58 images. We
modulated each pixel in the image about this mean according to its relative position in
HSV space. In this way, we realigned the color attributes of each pixel according to a
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mean value of the structure to which it belonged, thereby achieving color normalization.
Results
We developed a multi-stage algorithm, designed to operate in a completely automated
fashion with a minimal number of free parameters, to rapidly transform H&E images into
a space more amenable to image processing and quantification, with a primary goal of
mitigating staining variability across images. A flow chart is depicted in Figure 1 that
describes the general framework. This framework is divided into four main steps: 1)
clustering by color to reduce the complexity of the image into a tractable set of channels;
2) assigning individual color channels to tissue structures to establish anchor points for
calibration; 3) applying machine learning to parse the entire image into the assigned
tissue structures and to return a measure of classification certainty; 4) transformation of
the classified image into a standardized space.
Color clustering. The algorithm begins with the reduction of the complex color attributes
of the image down to a tractable set of colors that can be individually characterized based
on their spatial distribution in the image. As we demonstrated previously [12], reduction
of the color depth of H&E images from approximately 256 colors to 10 colors retains
most of the information important for identification of large scale structures such as
nuclei, cytoplasm, and stroma. To confirm that a 10 color representation adequately
captures much of the color variability in H&E images, we measured intra-class color
variance following k-means clustering. By normalizing intra-class variance by inter-class
variance, we measured the distinctness of pixel colors within orthogonal color channels
as a surrogate measure of color information retained by clustering. Predictably, we found
that the normalized variance of H&E images decreased as the number of clusters was
increased (Figure 2). It also became apparent that the rate of this decrease slowed as the
number of clusters increased. For instance, the reduction of normalized intra-class
variance was less than 0.04 when comparing 10 colors to 20 colors, implying that the
computational complexity associated with using more than 10 colors may yield negligible
improvements in accuracy. We chose 10 clusters for the remainder of our analyses.
Automated structure assignment. We matched the color channels derived from the
previous step to a set of structures present in the image in an automated fashion using a
mixture of the color and spatial attributes of the image. We previously noted that
clustering H&E images into 10 colors always produced only one color that represented
the white space associated with lumen and blank regions of the slide, provided that the
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white space was adequately represented in the image [12]. We also noted that there was
very little variability in white across slides; this, of course, is largely dependent on
adequate calibration and white balance procedures of the image acquisition step, which is
beyond the scope of this report. Given this assumption, we first assigned the single color
with the maximum white score (Equation 1) to the white class. The white score is a
measure of how close a color is to zero saturation and unity intensity.
After identifying the color belonging to white space, we sequentially assigned colors to
three structures following the schema shown on the right hand side of Figure 1. The first
structures to be characterized were nuclei. We used a public repository of H&E images
that were accompanied by annotations that delineated nuclei from other structures, which
we found useful not only for evaluating the performance of our algorithm but also for
establishing rules by which nuclei can be detected. We compiled the annotations from all
58 cases and formed distributions of nuclear area, circularity, and aspect ratio (Figure 3)
that captured the spatial features of the nuclei in the images under study. We noted that
some of the annotated nuclei in the UCSB data set were actually composed of groups of
multiple nuclei, leading to a small subset of objects with higher area, lower circularity,
and lower aspect ratio. Nevertheless, we used these data to derive a set of rules that
defined the shape characteristics of nuclei. Specifically, we determined that objects with
areas between 75 and 450 pixels, circularity greater than 0.5, and aspect ratios greater
than 0.5 best represented single nuclei. We found that the circularity of objects with
areas larger than 450 pixels is significantly smaller than for those with areas within range
(median circularity = 0.53 vs. 0.88, respectively; p<<0.01).
In order to identify the colors that comprise the nuclei class, we first identified the color
with the lowest intensity. We previously showed that this color always corresponded to
nuclei in a set of 44 test H&E images [12]. However, we also noted that nuclei were
frequently composed of multiple colors. Therefore, we expected that the color with the
lowest intensity would only capture a subset of the pixels that should be assigned to
nuclei, so we relied on spatial analysis to determine whether the inclusion of additional
colors better represented nuclei. We derived a nuclear score, equal to the total number of
objects in the image within the prescribed area, circularity, and aspect ratio range, to find
the optimal combination of colors belonging to nuclei. Of the 58 images, the number of
colors found to represent nuclei were 2 (7%), 3 (62%), 4 (28%), or 5 (3%). We found a
sensitivity of 0.84 and specificity of 0.73 between the pixels assigned to nuclei by our
algorithm and the manually annotated nuclei. Since only a subset of nuclei were
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annotated in the source images, the measured specificity was most likely lower than the
actual specificity.
We next identified the colors associated with cytoplasm by testing every combination of
unclassified colors to find the grouping that best enveloped nuclei. We defined a
cytoplasmic score as the number of holes within the putative cytoplasm that corresponded
to the nuclei we defined in the previous step. Of the 58 images, the number of colors
found to represent cytoplasm were 1 (57%), 2 (22%), or 3 (21%). As might be predicted,
the colors assigned to cytoplasm tended to be closer in proximity to nuclei than the
unclassified colors that were not assigned to cytoplasm (p<<0.01; Figure 4), confirming
the utility of this spatially-based classification.
The remaining unclassified colors belonged either to stroma or to a mixture of structures
and therefore could not be assigned. We distinguished between these by analyzing the
spatial distribution of the unclassified colors as they related to the previously classified
colors. Using morphological closing, we partitioned the image into classified and
unclassified regions. We measured the number of pixels that fell outside the classified
regions and compared that to the number that fell within the classified regions. The ratio
formed the stroma score, by which smaller values indicated that the color was distributed
in areas outside the white/cytoplasmic/nuclear region. We derived a cutoff of 0.2 to
reject colors that belonged to mixed regions, and categorized colors with higher stroma
scores as stroma.
Pixel classification. Using the spatial properties of the colors that comprise an H&E
image, we partitioned a subset of clustered colors into four categories: white space,
nuclei, cytoplasm, and stroma, while potentially leaving other colors unassigned. In
order to classify all pixels in the image (including those that were not segregated by kmeans in a way that retained their association with a structure), we used machine learning
to divide color space into four unambiguous regions. We embedded support vector
machine (SVM) learning [30] within a decision tree framework in such a way that binary
classification occurred in a stepwise manner based on color similarity. First, white space
was discriminated from tissue; then, stroma was discriminated from nuclei and
cytoplasm; then nuclei and cytoplasm were distinguished from one another. In this way,
HSV space was partitioned into regions in which colors defined structures, and this
segregation was specific to the image being processed. The data labels that trained the
classifiers were derived from spatial properties rather than absolute colors, therefore
being immune to inter-slide staining variability.
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This classification step resulted in a map in which each pixel was assigned to one
structure (Figure 5A). This map, however, lacks much of the spatial detail that
distinguishes between structure boundaries, gradations, and nuance present in the original
H&E images. Therefore, the utility of this representation is fundamentally limited. For
example, it is impossible to segment individual nuclei from the larger structures that they
form, and it is difficult to discern stromal patterns and their variability across space.
However, when the classification map was modulated by the distance of the pixel from
the classification hyperplane, which serves as a measure of classification certainty, much
of the detail that was lost re-emerged (e.g. Figure 5B). With this representation, it
becomes easier to identify subtle patterns that aid in nuclear segmentation, for example.
Furthermore, it highlights pixels that are not strongly classified, enabling additional
processing steps to exclude them from some analyses.
Color standardization. By projecting H&E images into a structure-centric framework, the
color properties of the image are aligned to anchor points defined by common structural
elements that exist within all of the H&E images typically under study. The steps up to
this point have effectively transformed an image that is modulated by color variation,
which lacks an intrinsic relevance, to one that is modulated by classification certainty.
This representation is useful on its own; for example, nuclear segmentation can be
performed by operating on the nuclear channel of the new framework rather than on a
grayscale intensity image. However, color normalization is achieved by defining a set of
colors that represent structures of interest in a standardized manner, and modulating the
pixel values in an image around those colors. For the purposes of this study, we selected
the mean color values of each structure across all 58 test images as the standardized
colors.
In Figure 6A, we show the variability of colors, separated by structure, for all 58 test
images in a two-dimensional projection of HSV space. Each black point represents the
mean color of a structure in a given image. The considerable variation observed reflects
the significant color variability that exists in this image set, and results in overlap
between structures that is difficult, if not impossible, to reliably segregate across all
images. However, after applying the algorithm and re-centering the points on the mean
color of each structure, a significant reduction in the variability across images is achieved
(Figure 6A, red points). The standard deviation of the unprocessed images (Figure 6B,
black bars) was significantly greater than the standard deviation after color normalization
(Figure 6B, red bars) for stroma, nuclei, and cytoplasm. White space, which already had
14
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low variability, was largely unaffected by this transformation. After applying color
normalization, H&E images with different staining properties could be made to appear
similar. Two such examples are shown in Figure 7.

Cluster

NUCLEI

CYTOPLASM

Assign to Structures

STROMA

Classify Colors

Transform

Figure 1: Algorithm structure. The four stages of the algorithm are represented in
flowchart form: 1) k-means clustering; 2) assignment of a subset of clusters into
structures based on the spatial distribution of pixels; 3) partitioning of color space based
on structure assignments; 4) transformation into a normalized color representation. Inset
depicts the shape-based assignment into three primary structures: nuclei (top), cytoplasm
(middle), and stroma (bottom).
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Figure 2: Color dissimilarity decreases with number of clusters. The ratio of intra-class
to inter-class variance decreased in H&E images as pixels were divided into more
clusters. Each point represents the mean ratio averaged across all clusters and all 58
cases. The arrow denotes ten clusters, which we used for the remainder of the analyses.
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Figure 3: Nuclear shape attributes from manual annotations. Histograms of the (A) area,
(B) circularity (defined as 4A/P2), and (C) aspect ratio of 1895 objects in the manual
annotations. Histograms were smoothed using kernel density estimation.
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Figure 4: Cytoplasm proximity to nuclei. The proximity of pixels to nuclei was measured
for cytoplasm (green) and candidate stroma (orange) classes. The mean value of all
cytoplasm or candidate stroma pixels to their nearest nuclear pixel was individually
assessed for all 58 cases. The distributions show 58 values smoothed using kernel
density estimation.
A

B

Figure 5: Maps of classification accompanied by certainty restore image detail. (A) An
example binary classification map shows that pixels are either designated as nuclei (red),
cytoplasm (blue), stroma (green), or lumen/white space (white). (B) Modulation of the
binary classification map in (A) by the normalized distance from the classification
hyperplane introduces a scalar value that restores detail to the image, and can be used as a
measure of classification certainty for each pixel.
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Figure 6: Color variability is reduced using color correction. (A) The mean HSV value
for each designated structure was computed for all 58 cases and projected to two
dimensions for visualization purposes using multidimensional scaling. Black points
represent the raw uncorrected images; red points represent the same images after color
correction. Circles denote the vicinity of the structures and illustrate that substantial
overlap exists in the uncorrected points. (B) The standard deviations of uncorrected
(black) and corrected (red) were computed prior to 2D projection, demonstrating that
color correction reduced variability.
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A
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C
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Figure 7: Color correction for visualization. Two images from the UCSB data set
exhibited different staining properties (left panels). A strong red hue was observed in (A)
while the image in (C) had a greater proportion of blue. Unsupervised color correction
produced visually similar color properties, as shown in (B) and (D), respectively.
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Subproject 2 (Estimation of fine-scale histologic features at low magnification)
Introduction
The analysis of a slide is often performed across a wide range of magnifications subject
to the dynamic tradeoff between field of view and the amount of detail desired. The
selection of magnification depends on a number of considerations, including the precise
nature of the diagnostic task and the method of viewing [31]. In addition, there appears
to be an effect of pathologist experience on the time spent viewing a slide at low
magnification versus high magnification [32, 33], suggesting that pathologists augment
their viewing strategies as they gain experience. It remains unclear whether the change in
strategy with training is the result of developing an intrinsically optimal balance between
low magnification visual search and higher magnification analysis, or whether
pathologists learn to extract more useful information at lower magnifications.
The limits to the spatial frequencies, and therefore the sizes of histologic structures, that
can be unambiguously resolved at a given optical or digital resolution are wellestablished [34]. If the resolution is too low, then the pixel size is too large to capture the
detail of small histologic structures and aliasing occurs, resulting in the introduction of
distortion artifacts and a general blurring of the image. One consequence of this effect is
that the underlying histologic composition is lost; for instance, diagnostic information
associated with nuclear morphology or tissue microstructure becomes difficult to
reconstruct because the demarcation between subcellular structures is no longer visually
distinguishable. Higher resolutions are therefore needed to resolve these features, which
means that pathologists must examine selected regions of the tissue at higher
magnification [10, 11] and that CAD algorithms must operate on higher resolution
images.
It has previously been noted that a relationship exists between the histologic identity of
pixels and their color properties when H&E stained tissue is captured at sufficiently high
resolution [12]. Since both color and spatial information can provide insight into the
microstructural properties of histology images, we hypothesized that increasing spatial
resolution is not necessary to accurately characterize the fine-scale features of tissue. We
tested whether the color of a pixel at low resolution can be harnessed to infer its
underlying histologic composition, effectively providing a super-resolution representation
of the image. Based on these results, we postulate that pathologists synergistically use
color and spatial cues to identify suspicious regions at low magnifications, and suggest
20
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that this method can be exploited by CAD algorithms to improve the efficiency and
performance of multi-scale image analysis.
Methods
Case selection and data source. We acquired high-resolution (0.25 µm/pixel) digital
images of H&E stained slides from 88 excised breast specimens at 40x magnification
using the Aperio Scanscope XT whole-slide scanner (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar,
Germany). Cases were selected by an honest broker from a database of breast carcinoma
cases acquired between 2010 and 2017 that were scanned as part of the clinical activities
of the department for the purpose of reporting ER, PR, and Her2 status. All cases were
de-identified. The study was approved by the University’s Institutional Review Board.
Image region selection and pre-processing. For each whole-slide image, we selected two
regions of interest (ROIs) for analysis, each 800 µm x 800 µm in size, with an effort
made to capture epithelium and stroma. The first region of interest was used as a training
set to derive a set of color classifiers that described the color attributes of nuclei,
cytoplasm, stroma, and the white point of the image, following a previously described
method [12]. These classifiers were subsequently used to support color normalization,
measures of histologic composition, and nuclear segmentation. The results that we report
in this study come strictly from the second region of interest, however, which we refer to
as the test data set. We discarded 9 of the 88 images that were either too sparse to
support two regions of interest or contained excessive histological or digital artifacts (e.g.
blurring, folding). For the purposes of this study, the ROIs from the remaining 79 images
were used after being standardized using color normalization [35].
Histological features and population properties. To understand the relative sizes of
histologic elements in H&E stained images, we used cell nuclei as a representative
histologic structure and estimated the size of nuclei in our sample. Using the color
classifiers from the training set, we classified pixels into their most likely histological
elements, with a measure of classification certainty accompanying each pixel as
described in [12]. Cell nuclei were then delineated using nuclear segmentation [36]. To
ensure accurate estimates of nucleus sizes, we discarded overlapping nuclei from this
analysis. Since nuclei were largely comprised of circular structures [29], we measured
the area, A, of each nucleus and, approximating a perfect circle, computed its effective
radius, r0:
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r0=2√(A/π) .
Given a distribution of nucleus sizes, we measured the likelihood that a pixel of size, p,
would be entirely enveloped by a nucleus, and would therefore represent the nucleus
without a mixture of other components. We defined this factor according to a geometric
model that measured the ratio between randomly placed pixels that overlapped with the
nucleus boundary and those that were entirely contained within the nucleus, and termed
this the aliasing likelihood, l:
1
𝑟12
l=𝑁 ∑𝑁
(1
−
⁄ 2) .
1
𝑟0

In this formulation, r1 represents the effective radius of positions within a circular nucleus
that can contain a pixel of size, p, without that pixel extending beyond the boundary of
the nucleus,
r1=r0-√2 p .
Spatial co-localization of histological elements. To measure the spatial relationship
between histological elements, as defined by the color-based classification paradigm
described in the previous sections, we applied a co-localization metric supported by
bootstrap analysis. We measured the number of pixels of histological element, A, that
neighbored a pixel of histological element, B, within a 40 x 40 pixel neighborhood. To
understand how elements A and B were co-localized given their underlying spatial
structures, we performed the same analysis after shuffling all non-A pixels in the image.
We performed the shuffling procedure 100 times for each comparison and each image.
We then compared the mean number of neighboring pixels of class, B, without shuffling
to the mean number of neighboring pixels of class, B, after shuffling to derive a colocalization probability score for each image. We considered probability scores less than
0.05 as significant (i.e. fewer than 5 out of 100 shuffled images produced higher mean
co-localization than the measured value). We counted the number of images in which a
spatial relationship between histological elements was significant, and used this tally to
describe the expected frequency of histological elements being present together in a 100
µm2 region (corresponding to the pixel size at 1x magnification).
We corroborated the results of this analysis by measuring the frequency at which
histologic element, A, co-existed in the same 1x pixel as histologic element, B. We
identified 1x pixels in which A was the most frequently observed, and counted the
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fraction of these in which B constituted more than 27% of the pixel. We used this as an
alternative measure of co-localization.
Super-resolution histologic composition model. Among the central purposes of this study
was to estimate the histologic composition of an image at low magnifications. We
defined a ground truth for this quantity as the proportion of pixels within a given region
that represents nuclei, cytoplasm, stroma, and white space. Region size was defined by
the magnification to be analyzed; for instance, estimation of the composition of a 10 m
by 10 m pixel at 1x required analysis of a 40 x 40 block of 0.25 m pixels. Using the
color classifiers derived from the training data set, we counted the number of pixels
classified as nuclei, cytoplasm, stroma, and white space in the test data set. To confirm
the accuracy of this characterization, we measured the concordance between pixel
classification using this method and manual pixel classification as described in [12]. We
found that 97.3% of pixels were accurately classified.
To estimate histological composition from low magnification images, we developed a
model that uses the color of a pixel to deduce its content. By exploiting the spatial
relationships between histologic elements, and measuring their individual color
properties, we derived axes in HSV color space that can be used to predict the histologic
composition of a pixel. We defined nuclear-cytoplasmic (N-C) and cytoplasmic-stromal
(C-S) axes by the line segments that connected their constituent centroids in HSV space
(designated with red dots in Figure 9). We estimated the amount of the contribution of
white space by defining an axis orthogonal to the nuclear-stromal line segment and in the
direction of the mean white point. In Figure 9, we rotated HSV space to align the page
with the plane formed by the white-space axis and the nuclear-stromal axis. This rotation
was strictly for visualization purposes and did not otherwise impact the analysis or
results.
We projected all measured pixels to these axes to compute the histologic mixture of the
components. Noting that nuclei and stroma were rarely co-localized, we set the estimated
nuclear contribution to zero when the projection fell between C and S and we set the
stromal contribution to zero when the projection fell between N and C. We set the white
space contribution to zero or one if a pixel fell below zero or above one, respectively, on
the white-space axis. We normalized all calculated proportions P so that their sum
equaled one using the following equations, based on the projection of a pixel to the white
axis (w), C-N axis (n), and C-S axis (s).
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Pw = w
Pn = (1-w)n
Ps = (1-w)s
Pc = (1-w)(1-n-s)
Histologic composition maps. To visually represent the measured quantities, we
generated pseudo-color maps by modulating the hue and saturation of the map while
keeping the value equal to one. Hue varied according to the projection of a pixel to the
C-S or N-C axis, generating green for pure nuclei, blue for pure cytoplasm, and red for
pure stroma (corresponding to hues of 2π/3, 4π/3, and 2π, respectively). Saturation was
defined as one minus the projection to the white-space axis. Although these values were
arbitrarily chosen, by remapping the color of the pixel, we exaggerated the mixture of
histologic elements to aid in visualization, while the contribution of the white component
emulated its actual impact on pixel saturation. Pixels with high proportions of white
appeared “washed out.”
We measured the concordance between the measured histologic composition maps x and
the predicted composition maps y by calculating the normalized mutual information
(NMI) between the maps:
𝐼(𝑥,𝑦)

𝑁𝑀𝐼𝑋 = 𝐼(𝑥,𝑥) .
The mutual information I represents the amount of information common to both maps
and is expressed in units of bits. By dividing this quantity by the mutual information
between the ground truth and itself, we forced the range of this metric to be between zero
and one with an upper limit defined as the ability to perfectly reproduce the ground truth
from the predicted map. Although a value of zero represents the minimum NMI value
allowed, we used a procedure that randomly shuffled pixels in the image to establish a
baseline NMI value corresponding to the comparison of dissimilar images. To ensure that
the NMI could be compared across the varied magnifications and resolutions found in
this study, we computed mutual information using a random sample of 6400 pixels from
each map. For the analysis at 1x, this meant using all pixels in the 80 x 80 pixel maps.
However, for analyses at higher magnifications, only a subset of map pixels was used.
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Results
We analyzed 79 images acquired at 40x magnification using whole-slide imaging.
Images were stored in a proprietary format that enabled direct access to the image at
lower resolutions, thereby reducing bandwidth and facilitating rapid loading for viewing
and analysis. At full magnification, each pixel represented 0.25 m of the slide. The
native resolutions stored in the image files corresponded to 40x, 10x, 2.5x, and 1.25x
magnification, as well as a “thumbnail” image with a variable resolution that typically
corresponded to 0.25x – 1x magnification.
We simulated the effect of reducing magnification by using spatial averaging to
downsample 40x images. This enabled us to mimic the influence of aliasing and its
corresponding loss of spatial information while retaining the ability to directly compare
the downsampled image to the original image. Figure 8A depicts an example of aliasing
due to a 40-fold reduction in resolution. Although individual nuclei and stromal detail
are readily visible in the 40x image, at 1x this detail is lost. We measured the occurrence
frequency of aliasing using a model that employed cell nuclei as a representative
histologic element. We measured the sizes of nuclei across our image sample and
compared these values to the pixel sizes associated with different magnifications (Figure
8B). We estimated the likelihood that a single pixel represented multiple histologic
elements, and found that nuclei were sensitive to aliasing effects at all magnifications, an
effect that was especially prominent at magnifications below 20x (Figure 8C). At 8x, for
instance, nearly 60% of pixels that contained nuclei were likely to contain other
histologic elements as well, such as cytoplasm. These results demonstrate that cell nuclei
were generally smaller than the pixels at low and intermediate magnifications,
establishing the widespread incidence of aliasing in histology images and the potential
loss of information associated with it.
To understand the consequence of aliasing on histology images, we compared the color
attributes of images at 40x and 1x magnification. We measured the mean colors
associated with nuclei, cytoplasm, stroma, and white space for all 40x images. We
performed the equivalent measurement at 1x and found that nearly all pixels mapped to a
region of HSV space between the pure nucleus, stroma, and cytoplasm colors, implying
that 1x pixels generally reflect a mixture of colors associated with their underlying
histological composition. In Figure 9A, we demonstrate this phenomenon for a
representative image. At 1x, nearly every pixel is lighter than the mean color of a
nucleus determined at 40x. Likewise, most pixels that likely contain stroma shift to a
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mixture between the mean color of stroma and some mixture of white or cytoplasm. By
applying color normalization, we aligned the color means across images with different
staining attributes and confirmed this observation over the population. The heat map
shown in Figure 9B represents the relative density of pixel colors in HSV space across all
79 samples. These findings are consistent with the notion that the color of a pixel at a
low resolution is generally the composite of the colors of the constituent pixels.
We hypothesized that the histologic composition of 40x pixels can be reconstructed from
a 1x image based on color. We built a model that estimates the relative proportions of
nuclei, cytoplasm, stroma, and white space from the color of a pixel at 1x, given two
assumptions: 1) the constituent pixels have well-defined colors that correspond to their
histologic identity; 2) only certain histologic elements are co-localized within the same
1x pixel. Although the first assumption is unlikely to be true for most images, color
normalization is a powerful pre-processing tool that can artificially make pixels with the
same histological identity conform to a single color with very little inter-image variability
[35, 37]. We tested whether the second assumption naturally occurs in histology images,
and if so, to what extent this could be harnessed to enable a super-resolution prediction of
histologic composition in low resolution images. We measured the co-localization of
nuclei, cytoplasm, stroma, and white pixels within 40 x 40 blocks of pixels
(corresponding to the 40-fold increase in pixel size at 1x). We compared this value to
that expected by chance by applying a bootstrap analysis that destroyed the spatial
structure of the histological elements by randomly shuffling pixel position (e.g. Figure
13). This analysis effectively provided a likelihood measure of the co-occurrence of two
histologic elements within the same 10 m x 10 m pixel at 1x. As expected, we found a
strong association between nuclei and cytoplasm (Table 1), where statistically significant
co-localization was observed in all images (p<0.05). Likewise, stroma and white space
were often co-localized (77% of images), likely due to the striated pattern typically
observed in stromal areas. Cytoplasm generally exhibited an association with all other
histologic elements; the frequent interaction between stroma and epithelium is an
especially prominent source of the co-localization observed between cytoplasm, stroma,
and white pixels, although it did not reach statistical significance in all images.
Importantly, nucleus pixels rarely co-localized with stroma pixels. This finding suggests
that nucleus-stroma color mixture does not often occur in 1x pixels. We confirmed this
observation by measuring the frequency at which stroma pixels were present in nucleusdominant 1x pixels, and vice versa. Fewer than 2% of pixels exhibited a strong
interaction between nuclei and stroma, compared to a nucleus-cytoplasm interaction rate
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of 64% and stroma-cytoplasm rate of 18%.
Table 1.

Histologic structure co-localization
White

Nuclei

Cytoplasm

Stroma

White

-

0.16

0.16

0.63

Nuclei

0.16

-

0.95

0.10

Cytoplasm

0.53

1.00

-

0.68

Stroma

0.77

0.09

0.30

-

We exploited this observation to build a color mixture model that considered stromacytoplasm, nucleus-cytoplasm, and tissue-white spatial co-localization. We defined axes
that connected the points in HSV space corresponding to nuclei, cytoplasm, stroma, and
white pixel color, shown schematically in Figure 10A. To estimate the histologic
composition of a 1x pixel, we projected its HSV value onto these axes. The
interpretation of these projections defined the relative ratios of histologic elements
present in the 1x pixel, providing super-resolution insight into low resolution images.
For instance, a pixel that projected 1/3 the length of the white axis and to the middle of
the cytoplasm-stroma line segment was estimated to have equal proportions of cytoplasm,
stroma, and white pixels. Conversely, a pixel that projected to 0.8 along the cytoplasmnucleus axis and 0.1 along the white axis was estimated to be composed of 72% nuclei,
18% cytoplasm, and 10% white. As demonstrated by the distribution of pixels falling on
the N-C and C-S axes (Figure 10B), 1x pixels were rarely composed of purely nucleus
pixels, consistent with our observation that nuclei tended to be smaller than the size of a
1x pixel. Stroma, with a much more variable spatial structure, predictably had a broader
distribution of mixtures that often reached (or exceeded) a value of one on the C-S axis.
When the composition of white pixels was also considered, it became apparent that a
modest mixture of white generally accompanied most 1x pixels (Figure 10C), with a
notable peak near one occurring for blank regions of the slide (arrow). Further analysis
of these projections shows that pixels that were estimated to contain a nucleus majority
(purple) tended to contain much smaller proportions of white, whereas pixels with higher
stromal composition (yellow) often contained a much greater proportion of white pixels.
These estimates are consistent with measured proportions of histologic composition in 1x
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pixels, where the relative proportions could be directly computed based on the identity of
the pixels at 40x. In those measurements, the mean proportion of white is 14% in stromadominant regions and 8% in nucleus-dominant regions, suggesting concordance between
predicted and measured histological composition.
In Figure 11, we show an example H&E image (Figure 11A), its corresponding histologic
composition at 1x measured by analyzing 40x pixels (Figure 11B), and its estimated
histologic composition using the model (Figure 11C). Red corresponds to stromadominant pixels, green corresponds to nucleus-dominant pixels, and dark blue
corresponds to cytoplasm-dominant pixels. Mixtures of these elements are denoted by a
change in the hue of the pixel; purple, for instance, implies a mixture of stroma and
epithelium, while aqua implies a mixture of nuclei and cytoplasm. The contribution of
white pixels modulates the saturation of the color in these maps so that pixels with high
white content appear washed out. Consistent with the distribution in Figure 10B, there
are very few green pixels in this map. The green pixels generally correspond to large
nuclei whose sizes approach the pixel size. The dense epithelial region in the lower right
hand side of the image shows a relatively strong nuclear concentration, present in both
the estimated and measured maps and consistent with a manual count of nuclei in this
region (467 nuclei in the lower right versus 320 nuclei in a region of comparable size on
the lower left). These results support the notion that the color properties of pixels at 1x
magnification can predict the fine-scale histologic composition of the tissue.
To quantify this observation across our sample, we measured the correspondence
between the estimated and measured histologic composition maps using the normalized
mutual information (NMI). An NMI of 1 implies perfect agreement, whereas an NMI of
approximately 0.3 occurs when two maps lack a spatial relationship (shuffled NMI =
0.298  0.045). We found that the mean NMI of the 79 images decreased with
magnification, reaching a minimum of 0.66 at 1x. For context, this value is equivalent to
the NMI obtained by artificially manipulating histologic composition by randomly
shuffling a small subset of an image’s pixels, which produces only a modest distortion of
the image (Figure 14). These results confirm that an NMI of 0.66 represents substantial
agreement between maps, and suggest that the estimation of histologic composition using
color remains accurate even at low magnifications.
To demonstrate the increase in information content by estimating histologic composition,
we compared the NMI using the estimation method to the NMI using color classification
alone (Figure 12). Naturally, we expected that classification of a 1x pixel as a singular
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histologic element based on classical methods would result in a loss of detail because of
the presence of other elements within that pixel. For both methods, NMI decreased as
magnification was reduced, though at a much lower rate when histologic composition
was estimated than when it was ignored (Wilcoxon Sign Rank test, p<<0.01). The
performance of estimation at 1x was similar to the performance of color classification at
20x, demonstrating a vast increase in information obtained by estimating histologic
composition from pixel color. These results reveal that histologic composition can be
accurately estimated at low magnifications and contains information not captured by
conventional methods of pixel classification.

Figure 8. (A) Representative H&E image depicted at 40x (top) and a simulation of this
image at 1x (bottom). The simulated image was computed by averaging RGB values in
40 x 40 pixel blocks. Scale bar: 50 m. (B) The size of a pixel at a given magnification
was calculated as the base pixel size (0.25 m in length) acquired at 40x magnification as
a fraction of zoom level. (C) The percentage of pixels in simulation that overlap with the
boundary of a nucleus, termed the aliasing likelihood, is shown as a function of
magnification. Overlap with a nucleus boundary implies that other histologic elements,
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or background, are therefore present in the pixel, and that the mean color of the pixel no
longer strictly represents the nucleus. Every detected nucleus from all test images were
considered, and an aliasing likelihood was computed separately for each nucleus. Error
bars represent the standard deviation of aliasing likelihood values across all tested nuclei.

Figure 9. (A) The computed 1x pixel colors, in HSV coordinates, of a sample image are
plotted in a two-dimensional projection relative to the mean color of stroma, cytoplasm,
nuclei, and white space (red points). The plane represents a rotation in HSV space
formed by the line segment that connects the stroma and nucleus red points and the
orthogonal line segment that connects the white space point. The pixel colors were
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determined after color normalization was applied. (B) Pixels from all test images were
aligned on this plane following color normalization. The heat map represents the relative
density of points computed using the kernel density estimate with =8 pixels. The red
points in (B) correspond to those in (A).

Figure 10. (A) A schematic representing histologic composition estimation. Pixels are
projected to axes in HSV space formed by the line segments connecting stroma (S) and
cytoplasm (C) means, nucleus (N) and cytoplasm means, and an orthogonal axis toward
the direction of white space (W). Axes drawn for clarity. (B) The distribution of values
formed by the projection of simulated 1x pixels to the N-C and C-S axes is shown. Pixels
were pooled across all images. Values that projected close to C were given a score of
zero, while values that projected close to N or S were given a score of one on their
respective axes. To demonstrate the continuous nature of this quantity when transitioning
from the N-C to the C-S axis, the two axes are represented on the same plot; the
intersection of these distributions is denoted by a circle. The sharp peak near 0.6
coincides with the high concentration of white pixels observed on the right side of (A)
and denoted in (C) by the arrow. (C) The distributions of values formed by the projection
of simulated 1x pixels to the orthogonal (white) axis is shown. As in (B), pixels were
derived from all test images. They were categorized according to their positions on the
N-C and C-S axes and separately plotted by each category. Pixels that were greater than
0.5 on the N-C axis are identified as the “nuclei” group; pixels greater than 0.5 on the CS axis are identified as the “stroma” group; the remaining pixels are identified as the
“cytoplasm” group. These quantities were normalized by group to aid in their
comparison. The arrow denotes the peak in the “stroma” group that corresponds to pixels
that represented entirely white spaces.
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Figure 11. The relative proportions of pixels classified as nuclei, cytoplasm, stroma, and
white space were calculated in blocks of 40 x 40 pixels from the sample H&E image
shown in (A). (B) The representation of this proportion is shown in a map whereby
nuclei are represented by green, cytoplasm is represented by dark blue, stroma is
represented by red, and white space is represented by white. Mixtures of these quantities
are represented by modulating the hue and saturation. (C) A corresponding map is shown
for the image in (A) in which the proportions are derived from estimates computed from
the pixel colors at 1x. The normalized mutual information between these two maps is
0.67.
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Figure 12. The normalized mutual information (NMI) between estimated maps of
histologic composition and measured maps is shown as a function of magnification (solid
line). The stippled line represents the same metric when classification is performed
without taking into account the potentially mixed contribution of histologic elements to
the color of the pixels.

Figure 13. Co-localization between histologic elements in the H&E image in (A) was
evaluated for every pairing of elements. As a control, the positions of pixels that did not
belong to a particular histologic group were randomly shuffled as shown in (B). In this
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example, nuclei were the only histologic element in the image that were not shuffled.
The inset shows a closer view in the region denoted by the box in (B). Co-localization
was compared in the shuffled image (B) and the unshuffled image (A), and then
subsequently for other histologic elements.

Figure 14. The normalized mutual information (NMI) was computed after randomly
shuffling the positions of 3% and 8% of the pixels in two representative images (A and B
respectively, middle panes). The inset in (B) provides a closer view. This manipulation
resulted in an NMI of 0.66 when the measured histologic content in 40 x 40 pixel blocks
was compared between the shuffled and unshuffled images. In contrast, when the
positions of 100% of the pixels were shuffled, the measured NMIs reached 0.38 and 0.33
for A and B, respectively.
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Subproject 3 (Characterizing structures in biomedical images with N-point statistics)
Introduction
One of the many factors considered by pathologists when assessing tissue samples during
cancer diagnosis is the “architecture” of the cells in the tumor. This architecture is
defined by the spatial distribution and structure of the cells in the tissue. For example,
cells can be tightly packed in orderly disk-like clumps, or they may be more chaotic and
dispersed in finger-like formations, or they may be gathered in circular structures with
hollow centers. These formations contribute to a pathologist’s evaluation of the severity,
subtype and grade of the tumor, an evaluation that is used to determine the most
appropriate and effective treatment for the patient.
In our work, we are developing computational tools that can automate and assist in the
assessment of cancerous tumors via analysis of images of immunohistochemical-stained
(IHC) tissues extracted from the tumors. This project has focused on exploring and
developing new techniques for capturing and characterizing the spatial distribution of
cells in tissues. Since architecture characterization is a part of a larger biomedical image
informatics framework for predicting traits of tissues, this subproject relies on a number
of other subprojects and capabilities, e.g. color normalization, Region-Of-Interest (ROI)
detection and cell nuclei segmentation.
Our approach utilizes N-points statistics to gather spatial information. This involves
calculating the average distance from every cell nucleus to its kth nearest neighboring
cell nuclei. For any analyzed spatial distribution the calculation produces a discrete,
sampled function, which we call a k-nearest-neighbor (k-NN) curve, that contains the
mean distances between the closest, second-closest, ..., and kth closest points as a
function of the integer k. A low dimension feature space that captures certain types of
spatial structures may be defined by applying Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to a
set of representative training datasets. Instead of using actual sample images to compute
the feature space (in order to keep our analysis independent of the images we are
analyzing), we compute numerous synthetic datasets that mimic the formation of cell
clumps and rings in tissues. We employ a gravity transformation model with a grid of N
points (cell nuclei centers) that directs them to aggregate and form into a variety of
clumps and rings. Computing the transformation with a variety of model parameter
values generates a range of spatial point distributions.
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In order to produce a 2D feature that characterizes the spatial structure of cell nuclei in a
test H&E image, the image is first segmented [36] to identify the locations of the cell
nuclei centers. The k-NN curve is computed for this point set. The sample’s curve is then
mapped into the first and second principal components derived from the synthetic
datasets. This is done by computing the dot product of the sample’s k-NN curve with the
two principal components. We then show that these 2D features, derived from synthetic
images, are able to discriminate between different types of spatial structures extracted
from real H&E images.
Synthetic Datasets
Our synthetic data generation is based on a gravity force model, combined with a
repulsive force. We randomly positioned a set of A attractors (A = 4 in our case) that each
exert a force on N randomly-placed points in time steps of ΔT=1. The attractors exert
both an attractive (ﬁrst term) and a repulsive (second term) force which results in the
formation of clumps and rings.
𝐹 = ∑∑
𝑖

𝑗

−𝑊
𝑆
+ 2
𝑑𝑖,𝑗 𝑑𝑖,𝑗

(Eq. 2)

We can control the types of shapes -clumps versus rings- and different ring sizes by
changing the values of W and S in Equation 2. A value of S=0 creates a purely attractive
force and produces A clumps in the dataset. Increasing the value of S creates rings with
increasing radii. At each time step, we updated the positions of the N points, based on the
force F, so that as time progresses more aggregation occurs. Figure 15 shows an example
of the formation of rings (ﬁrst column) and clumps (second and third columns) as a
function of time.
500 cases are computed for the representative (training) synthetic dataset. The initial
conditions are generated by placing N points on a regular grid and jittering their
locations. The magnitude of the jitter is 0.3 ∗ √𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎/𝑁. Since random numbers are used
for the jitter, every initial condition is different. The value of S is set to 0, 200, 400, 600
and 800, with W=50. S=0 produces clumps, with the other values producing rings of
different sizes. For each value of S, 20 cases are computed at five different time steps (T
= 0, 10, 20, 30, 40) producing different levels of aggregation.
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Figure 15. Synthetic images generated by applying a gravity transform. Rings (red) and
clumps (blue) develop as early as T=20 iterations. After T=40 iterations, the rings and
clumps become more prominent.
K Nearest Neighbor Simulations and Dimensionality Reduction
A k-NN curve is computed for each synthetic dataset. We realized that the range of
distance values computed for any particular k-NN curve would be affected by the density
of the point distribution being analyzed. For example, low density distributions would
have higher inter-point distances, with high density distributions having lower distance
values. In order to remove density as a factor in our analysis we devised a normalization
technique. Normalization begins by computing the k-NN curve for a jittered regular
distribution (similar to the initial conditions of the gravity simulations) with the same
density as the k-NN curve to be normalized. The “raw” k-NN curve computed for a
sample’s spatial distribution is divided component-by-component by the k-NN curve
derived from the jittered regular distribution. This effectively scales the y-axis so that
instead of presenting the distribution in terms of absolute distance, it now represents a
sample’s distribution in comparison to a standardized k-NN curve from a uniform
distribution of points. This scaling keeps all normalized k-NN curves y-values near 1.
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Figure 16 shows results for k-NN curves computed from 100 synthetic datasets, with N =
2000, for a model that makes clumps (blue) and another that makes rings (red). The
horizontal axis is k, which is the number of nearest neighbors, and the vertical axis is the
normalized average distance to the kth nearest neighbors over all points. The k-NN
curves for the 100 samples are averaged. The dark black, red and blue lines in the figure
represent the mean, while the lighter bands present the standard deviation from the mean.
It can be seen that while the initial conditions are the same for both types of synthetic
data (T = 0), the k-NN curves become more distinct as the different simulations/
aggregations proceed.

Figure 16. K-nearest neighbor curves plot the mean distance vs. k for clumps (blue) and
rings (red), for N=2000. Lines: mean, Bars: standard deviation.
We apply principle component analysis to the k-NN curves of the synthetic data to
drastically reduce the dimensionality of the k-NN curves, which is 500-D, and to capture
discriminating information. Principal component analysis revealed that the first two
components are able to distinguish significant features in the synthetic images. The ﬁrst
component captures values of T, which is related to the degree of aggregation (clumpyness), and the second component can distinguish clumps from rings, as well as the size of
the rings.
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Figure 17 (A) shows the first two principal components (PCs) derived from the synthetic
datasets. Figure 17(B) shows a variety of the synthetic datasets projected into the space
defined by the first two principle components. The black points represent initial
conditions. Red points are derived from datasets with ring-like structures. Blue points
are derived from datasets with aggregated clumps. Dark color points are from datasets
with intermediate levels of aggregation (T = 20). Light color points are from final, fullyaggregated simulations (T = 40). It can be seen that level of aggregation increases from
right to left, and that ring and clump structures map into different regions of the PC
space.

PC2

PC1

(A)

(B)

Figure 17. (A) First and second components derived from the synthetic datasets. (B)
Projections of synthetic datasets into the principal component space. Rings: red; Clumps:
blue; Initial conditions: black.
To further validate the feature space, we generated numerous synthetic datasets with a
variety of aggregation levels (by varying T, the time of aggregation) and ring sizes (by
varying values of S in Equation 2). For every (T, S) pair 10 synthetic datasets are
generated with different initial distributions. Their k-NN curves are computed and the 10
curves are averaged in order to produce a representative k-NN curve for the (T, S) pair.
This representative curve is then projected into the PC feature space to produce a (PC1,
PC2) coordinate that characterizes the structures in the original datasets. Figure 18
presents a visualization of the results from this process. It contains two diagrams that
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Ring Size

Ring Size

color code the PC coordinate associated with each (T, S) pair. The diagram on the left (A)
presents PC1 values, and the right diagram presents PC2 values. The color bar on the far
right shows the mapping from PC values to colors. Figure 18A demonstrates that PC1
values change monotonically as a function of time, and therefore as the level of
aggregation increases. It can also be seen that PC1 values are independent of ring size,
because the colors in the left figure do not change in the y-direction. Figure 18B
demonstrates that the PC2 values change monotonically with increasing ring size, i.e. the
colors change in the y-direction. This change is more prominently captured at later T
values, since some time is needed for rings to form during the aggregation simulations.

Time ~ Clumpy-ness

(A)

Time ~ Clumpy-ness

(B)

Figure 18. (A) PC1 values for a range T (aggregation) and S (ring size) values. (B) PC2
values for a range T (aggregation) and S (ring size) values.

Application to Breast Cancer Images
Figure 19 shows three H&E images that we qualitatively determined to have an
abundance of cells either formed into rings (Figure 19A), clumps (Figure 19B), or
distributed as a uniform sheet (Figure 19C). Our analysis correctly mapped these three
cases into the principal component space, as shown in Figure 20. Image A with its ringlike structures was mapped into a red region. Image B with its clumps was mapped into a
blue region, and Image C with its more uniform distribution of cell nuclei mapped into a
black region.
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Figure 19. (A) Ring-shaped architecture, (B) clumpy architecture, (C) uniform sheet of
cells.

PC2

PC1
Figure 20. Image A maps into the red region of ring-like structures. Image B maps into
the blue region of clumps. Image C maps into the black region of uniform initial
conditions.
Next we applied our N-point statistical analysis to 58 segmented H&E images from UC
Santa Barbara (UCSB). k-NN curves were computed for the 58 cases, which were then
projected into the principal components of Figure 17(A). Figure 21 shows how these
samples map into the PC feature space. 11 representative samples have been highlighted
with their associated images. PC1 is the x-axis and differentiates between different levels
of aggregation. The y-axis is PC2 and captures different ring and void sizes. It can be
seen that samples on the right are more dispersed and fill the images. Moving left, the
samples become more aggregated and concentrated. In the y-direction, moving from top
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to bottom, the size of rings and voids go from smaller to larger. This demonstrates that
our N-point statistics analysis creates a spatial distribution feature space that can capture
some of the cellular structures found in H&E images.

Figure 21. UCSB images projected into the PC space derived from the synthetic datasets.
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Functionality of Innovation(s)
We implemented three subprojects within the context of our CVDI project. They are:
1) (SP1) Definition of an alternate color representation for the analysis of H&E images,
2) (SP2) Estimation of fine-scale histologic features at low magnification,
3) (SP3) Characterization of structures in biomedical images with N-point statistics.
Innovations from these projects include:
• SP1: A general framework for combining shape analysis with color for the purposes
of color representation.
• SP1: Exploited the correlation between the spatial distribution of pixels and their
colors in order to establish a color invariant representation of H&E images.
• SP1: An analytical process that explicitly relates colors to histologic structures.
• SP2: Able to assess the impact of resolution reduction on the histological attributes
of H&E images.
• SP2: Developed a predictive model to estimate the histological composition of
tissue in a manner that exceeds the resolution of the image.
• SP3: Application of N-point statistics to the assessment of biomedical images.
• SP3: Modeling histologic structures based on simulations of the formation of
elementary shapes using a gravity model.
• SP3: Normalization of N-point statistics histograms in order to remove the influence
of point density.
• SP3: Definition of a shape feature space via application of Principal Component
Analysis to N-point statistics k-NN curves.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
We are developing a general biomedical image informatics framework that is capable of
predicting the traits of tissues captured in images of immunohistochemistry-stained (IHC)
specimens. Our work on the framework has been on-going for a number of years. The
CVDI Year 5 funding supported three separate subprojects that contributed to the
enhancement of the framework. They are:
• Definition of an alternate color representation for the analysis of Hematoxylin and
Eosin (H&E) images (a type of IHC image), which supports color normalization
that effectively reduces inter-slide variability during downstream analysis.
• Estimation of fine-scale histologic features at low magnification which allows for
the analysis of IHC images at lower pixel resolutions; thus providing
computational speed-ups that facilitate high-throughput analysis of whole-slide
IHC images.
• Development of an approach for characterizing spatial structures in biomedical
images based on N-point statistics analysis. The features derived from the analysis
may be used to predict tissue traits.
The color normalization work (SP1) is basically completed. We are working on cleaning
up and documenting the code that implements this capability. The low-magnification
work (SP2) continues. We are developing methods for identifying lymphocytes in lowresolution IHC images. This is working toward a capability to automatically determine
the most predictive Region-Of-Interest (ROI) in a high-resolution image scan by
analyzing a low-resolution version of the image. The N-point statistics work is
continuing. This analysis technique, along with nuclear-level features, will be used to
determine the subtype of a tumor via image analysis of an H&E-stained tissue sample.
This is a proposed research project for Year 6.
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Impact and Uses/Benefits
We envision multiple impacts and uses for the technologies developed in the three
subprojects. They are:
• SP1: Providing an improved tissue structure segmentation algorithms based on our
alternative color space for H&E images.
• SP1: Supporting color normalization that will alleviate the problem of staining
variability, a major impediment to automated processing and analysis of H&E
images.
• SP2: The ability to estimate the histological composition of tissue in low-resolution
images will facilitate the computational analysis of whole-slide images; thus
enabling automated and high-throughput tissue analysis in pathology.
• SP3: N-point statistics provides a method for characterizing the architecture of
tumors; thus improving the automated analysis/grading of tissues that should lead
to improved, more accurate and robust diagnosis of cancer.
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